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Abstract

This work aims to evaluate intensity-based similarity
measures used in rigid or elastic registration techniques to
align preoperative computed tomography (CT) and trans-
esophageal ultrasound (US) images of the left atrium and
the pulmonary veins, in order to guide high intensity fo-
cused ultrasound (HIFU) ablation therapy in patients with
atrial fibrillation. The evaluation of the registration tech-
niques has four steps: (i) design of anatomical 2D models
including the left atrium and the pulmonary veins from the
cryosections of the Visible Human Project, (ii) application
of a known rigid/nonrigid transformation in order to pro-
duce a gold standard, (iii) creation of a pair of synthetic
US and CT images, (iv) estimation of the transformation by
rigid/elastic registration of the simulated images and com-
parison with the gold standard. The performance of eight
similarity measures was evaluated for rigid registration:
mutual information (MI), normalized mutual information
(NMI), entropy correlation coefficient (ECC), joint entropy
(H), point similarity measure based on MI (PSMI), energy
of histogram (E), correlation ratio (CoR) and Woods cri-
terion (WC). The evaluation protocol estimated the accu-
racy and the global optimization tendency around the gold
standard. For the elastic registration the level of accuracy
obtained using MI and NMI was measured.

1. Introduction

Ablation procedures have proven to be some of the most
effective methods in treating atrial fibrillation [1]. These
procedures aim to establish a line of lesions around the pul-
monary veins in order to block trigger points of atrial fib-
rillation. Ultrasound-guided HIFU is a minimally-invasive
alternative to other ablation techniques [2]. In this proce-
dure, the ablation path is defined in a preoperative stage on
3D cine CT scans. The ablation itself is performed under
2D ultrasound (US) guidance. The 2D-3D registration of
intra-operative US images to the pre-operative CT images
is then needed in order to transfer and follow the ablation

path in the pre-operative context.

The registration procedure of two images of the same
scene acquired at different times or from different points
of view and/or by different sensors, aims to align them into
a common referential. Usually, one image is fixed as a ref-
erence and the other is moved and compared with it. The
registration procedure usually consists of 1) applying a ge-
ometric transformation to the moving image, 2) comparing
similarities between the two images and 3) optimizing the
geometric transformation parameters in order to maximize
the similarity between the two images.

An intensity-based cardiac US to cardiac CT image rigid
registration method has been described in [3]. The au-
thors of this paper proposed a spatio-temporal registration
of the beating heart using mutual information (MI) met-
ric to drive the spatial alignment. This technique has been
improved by performing an intensity-based registration on
only the relevant features of the US image after median fil-
tering and low intensity thresholding [4]. The question of
MI validity thus arises. In CT images, tissues are charac-
terized by intensities distribution. However, in US images,
each tissue is inherently characterized by a specific spatial
distribution of speckle rather than a specific distribution
of gray levels. Therefore, the use of an intensity-based
SM in a multimodality image registration problem involv-
ing US images is still an open question. Beside MI, other
intensity-based SMs have also been proposed in the litera-
ture. Some of these metrics could be more adequate than
MI in driving the registration in all clinical context.

Moreover, rigid registration seems not to be the most
appropriate in our beating hearth context. The evaluation
of SM should also be performed in an elastic registration
context.

This document is structured as follows: the geometri-
cal transformation and the similarity measures used in the
evaluation are described section 2 and section 3, respec-
tively. In section 4, the evaluation protocol is defined. The
experimental results are shown and discussed in section 5.
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2. Geometrical transformations

Image registration can be formulated as an optimization
problem in which the cost function C is minimized as:

T̂µ = arg min
Tµ

C(Tµ; IF , IM ) (1)

where Tµ indicates the parametrized geometrical transfor-
mation, IF is the fixed image and IM is the moving image.
The vector µ contains the values of the transformation that
we want to optimize in order to maximize similarity be-
tween the two images. In this paper we will explore two
2D transformations: Rigid (Eq. 2) and Elastic B-splines
based (Eq. 3).

Tµ = T (φ, dx, dy) =

cosφ −sinφ dx
sinφ cosφ dy

0 0 1

 (2)

with φ = rotation, dx = translation in x and dy = translation
in y directions.

Tµ(x) = x +
∑

xk∈Nx

pkβ
3

(
x− xk
σ

)
(3)

with xk the control points, β3() the cubic multidimen-
sional B-spline polynomial [5], pk the B-spline coefficient
vectors, σ the B-spline control points spacing, and Nx the
set of all control points within the compact support of the
B-spline at x.

3. Similarity measures

The similarity measures are cost functions that measure
the similarity between the IF and the transformed IM .
Ideally, the SM has an optimum at the set of parameters
that best align the moving image, and values that decrease
monotonically with the distance to the optimum. Similar-
ity measure is the critical aspect of an intensity based reg-
istration. Its variational behavior (e.g. presence of global
minima,...) around the global optimum impacts directly
the optimization step and the registration quality.

In this paper, eight intensity-based SMs are evaluated.
Six of these SMs use the information from the histogram of
images while two of them use the spatial information and
intensity values. They are: mutual information (MI) [6],
normalized mutual information (NMI) [7], entropy corre-
lation coefficient (ECC) [6], joint entropy (H) [6], point
similarity measure based on MI (PSMI) [8], histogram en-
ergy (E) [9], correlation ratio (CoR) [10] and Woods crite-
rion (WC) [11].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Images used for evaluation. Left atrium and pul-
monary veins phantom images: cryosection of male human
thorax (a); segmented and labeled into six different types
of tissues (b); corresponding simulated CT (c) and US (d)
images.

4. Image registration evaluation

The evaluation of the registration techniques has four
steps: (i) design of anatomical 2D models including the
left atrium and the pulmonary veins from the cryosections
of the Visible Human Project (male and female), (ii) appli-
cation of a known rigid/nonrigid transformation in order to
produce a gold standard, (iii) creation of a pair of synthetic
US images and CT slices, (iv) estimation of the transfor-
mation by rigid/elastic registration of the simulated images
and comparison with the gold standard.

4.1. Anatomical models and synthetic US
and CT images

We create a set of four synthetic phantom images of the
left atrium and pulmonary veins (LAPVs). For these, we
first pick four slices from the male and female cryosections
of the Visible Human Project 1. As an example, Fig. 1-(a)
shows a slice from the male dataset. These LAPVs images
were segmented and labeled into six types of tissues: air,
fat, bone, muscle, water and blood (Fig. 1-(b)).

Synthetic CT images were obtained by applying the
Hounsfield value corresponding to the type of tissue mod-
ulated by Gaussian noise (Fig. 1-(c)).

For simulating US images we characterized each tissue
by its acoustical impedance and a spatial distribution of
speckle. This information is set as an input to an US image
simulator [12] (Fig. 1-(d)).

1http : //www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/visible gallery.html
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Table 1. Value of the ACC(mm), RON (106/mm), NOM, CR(mm) and DO (1/mm) properties for the eight similarity
measures evaluated on: the raw LAPV image (RI) and the preprocessed LAPV image (PI). Best values are bolded.

ACC RON NOM CR DO
RI PI RI PI RI PI RI PI RI PI

MI 0.17 0.17 5.4 6.4 100 93 0.046 0.046 6.7 8.8
NMI 0.21 0.19 12.7 13.0 72 58 0.046 0.046 7.5 9.5
ECC 0.26 0.24 12.2 12.6 89 86 0.057 0.057 7.1 9.3
H 0.29 0.29 34.2 34.7 38 34 0.046 0.046 4.8 4.3
PSMI 0.22 0.29 34.1 34.3 50 40 0.046 0.046 1.8 1.6
E 0.29 0.29 33.2 34.0 46 37 0.046 0.046 5.9 5.2
CoR 0.14 0.14 6.2 7.4 92 84 0.046 0.057 8.8 11
WC 0.12 0 7.7 10.4 111 100 0.046 0.079 14 4.4

4.2. Rigid registration evaluation frame-
work

Rigid registration SM has been globally evaluated using
an optimization independent protocol proposed by Skerl.
In this method the golden standard registration transform
is known. The main idea of this protocol is to sample some
position in a normalized parameter space around the gold
standard. The performance of the SM is then estimated
by some statistics of the SM computed on these positions.
This protocol allows to estimate the accuracy (ACC) of the
SM (the distance between the global maximum and the
gold standard) and 4 other statistics related to the behav-
ior of the SM during the optimization: the number of local
minima (NOM); the capture range (CR) defined as the dis-
tance between the global maximum and the closest local
minimum; the measure of distinctiveness (DO) defined as
the average change of the SM near the global maximum;
and the risk of non convergence (RON) which can be seen
as the area of positions around the global maximum to
which optimization may converge to local maxima.

4.3. Elastic registration evaluation frame-
work

Elastic registration is difficult to evaluate because the
same moving image can be obtained by applying different
deformation fields on the same fixed image. So the direct
evaluation by comparing an estimated deformation field to
the gold standard one has no sense [13]. We only assess
the influence of the SM on the registration accuracy using
the following protocol. First, we estimated the deforma-
tion field between the simulated US and CT images using
our elastic registration method. We applied then the es-
timated deformation field to the phantom image. Finally,
the difference between this deformed phantom model and
the gold standard phantom model is measured by comput-
ing the overlap of the several structures areas between both
images by the Dice score.

Dice =
2|A1

⋂
A2|

|A1|+ |A2|
(4)

with A1 the structure surface in the gold standard phan-
tom model and A2 the structure surface in the deformed
phantom image.

5. Results and discussion

Two registration cases has been studied: the registration
of the simulated CT images with the corresponding raw US
simulated images (denoted RI in the rest of the paper) and
the CT images with the US images preprocessed as in [4]
(denoted PI). The goal of the evaluation is to measure the
impact of the several SMs on the rigid and on the elastic
registration.

Rigid registration evaluation: The statistical results for
the several SM using Skerl’s protocol can be seen in Ta-
ble 1. In this table the best values are bolded.

It can be observed in Table 1 that WC presents a glob-
ally better performance than the other SMs. This is espe-
cially true for the ACC, CR and DO indicators. MI and
CoR equally give globally relatively high performances.
Results show that MI can be used in the registration of CT
to US images as it has been done in [4]. However, results
also show that preprocessing the images does not improve
the performance. If we compare the behavior between the
raw and preprocessed images, it can be concluded that the
performance is almost the same for all SMs except for WC
which has a optimal ACC on the preprocessed images. All
SMs have a small CR, as was expected for these modali-
ties. This result is consistent with that reported in [14].

However a global comparison between the several SM
is difficult to perform by the single analysis of Table 1.
We propose to compute a composite index as a combina-
tion of the statistics for each SM. For this we used princi-
pal components analysis (PCA) for ranking the similarity
measures. The coefficients of the first principal compo-
nent give the composite index [15]. The coefficients of
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Figure 2. Composite index for the several SMs

the linear combinations of the properties that generate the
principal components are shown in Figure 2. The largest
coefficients in the first principal component are WC and
MI for both RI and PI. However, the third is CoR for RI
and ECC for PI.

Elastic registration evaluation: The elastic registra-
tion has been performed using the dedicated software
Elastix [16]. According to our registration problematic
this software proposes several transformations including
B-splines. But the choice of SMs suited for multimodal-
ity registration supported by Elastix is only limited to MI
and NMI. With this restriction the average Dice result for
all LAPVs images indicates an overlap area of 93.02 per-
cent for MI and of 97.08 percent for NMI using RI US
images. With PI US images the results were: 94.17 per-
cent for MI and 97.94 percent for NMI. These high scores
confirm the validity of the elastic registration between US
and CT images. For elastic registration NMI seems to be
more efficient than MI. In addition, preprocessing US im-
ages improve the registration. However, the implementa-
tion of the others SMs especially WC or CoR into Elastix
toolbox should be investigated.

5.1. Conclusions

The evaluation of CT to US images registration was per-
formed for rigid and elastic transformations. The perfor-
mance of different intensity based similarity measures was
compared. The results validate the use of intensity mea-
sures to perform the registration between CT and US de-
spite intensity representation in the images. For rigid regis-
tration, an optimization independent evaluation of eight in-
tensity similarity measures was performed. The similarity
measures WC and MI have the global better performance.
For elastic registration, NMI show a slightly better accu-
racy result than MI when the registration was performed in
Elastix software.
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